
Staples and string ends  messy bindings∿
It’s a Thursday in November, we meet in the archives of RoSa1 in Brussels. The exciting 
program of the afternoon: opening boxes and envelopes containing feminist publications 
from the 1970s to today... Preparing a visit to an archive is often based on very little visual 
information, such as a theme (local and international feminist publications) or a selection 
of evocative titles: Et ta soeur??? <3, Bécassines en lutte <3<3, Lilith <3, GOSSIP 
<3, ... (the <3 are taken from our email in which we indicated our priorities)

What re-links these publications stored in the archives is that they are mostly periodicals 
(newspapers, monthly sheets, bi-monthly, newsletters...) and they are all soft, limp. If we 
look closer at their binding, it is essentially a notebook, sometimes stapled, sometimes 
simply held by its fold. 

Some of these editions, usually large, use forms that are common in activist circles, such 
as printing in one or two bright/flashy colors or the use of collage — aesthetics that are 
both visually impactful while allowing for a certain economy of means. These editions are 
nevertheless printed in offset and therefore with a large run.

Others (the majority, local Belgian publications) borrow their forms from rather office 
practices: A4 format folded in half, composed and reproduced by photocopying on white 
and/or colored paper, content typed on a typewriter, manual additions, titles in Letraset 
transfer typeface... The combination of these forms creates unique and beautiful 
publications from very standardized means of production. 

On the material level (design, binding), these publications could be described as “poor”, a 
consequence of their precarious production conditions, but we will follow the example of 
Hito Steyerl with her text In the defense of the poor image and on the contrary highlight 
their richness.

What touched us when we met these historical objects, often made with bits of string, is 
their formal inventiveness, despite the few means at our disposal. These publications 
represent for us a source of inspiration, a genealogy, and we wanted to highlight them in 
this pamphlet, creating a link between past and present.

Et ta soeur??? is a wonderful example of the multiplication and fluidity of formats within a 
single editorial project, challenging the idea that one publication = one format. Its first 
issue was stenciled in 1971, in the form of a sheet of A4 paper folded in three parts and 
distributed free of charge. The publication then became monthly and paying, in a stapled, 
mimeographed black and white booklet, with a circulation of 500 copies, with a very 
“handmade” aesthetic — especially the first four issues whose covers were drawn, 
somewhat haphazardly <3 In 1972, the journal expanded, in terms of its editorial board but
also its format. Its two-color offset printing (black + a different color in each issue) creates
a very strong visual impact, and something of the “handmade” heritage found in the early 
issues continues to mark the visual identity of the publication, in which drawing has a large
place. The format of a large folded notebook (without staples) allows the illustrations on 
the cover to unfold like a poster...

1 RoSa is a library, expertise center and feminist archive based in Brussels.



This multiplication of formats reminds us of the editions of We Sow (Nous semons) which 
gather in transparent pockets prints of various formats, to be sown to the four winds. The 
principle of the pocket, in paper this time, is also used by the magazine Sorcières number 
25 (2015): it allows to contain contributions without creating hierarchies between them. 
These unbound editions are not, however, “structureless,” to use the formula of the 
feminist text The Tyranny of Structurelessness (Jo Freeman, 1970), which reminds us of 
the importance of taking into account the power structures inherent in any construction, to
avoid underlying hegemonies.

Two-color process

The cover and some interior pages of Heksenvoer are treated in black and violet bichromy, 
whose inks and choice of paper create a sensation of matter, and games of depth where 
the white of the paper stands out, games reinforced by a contrasting treatment of the 
images — for many, photographs treated in collages.

More low-cost but not less sublime,’’t Knalpotteke (1978-79) is realized with more 
accessible means than the offset: it circumvents the limits of the black and white 
photocopied printing by creating a bichromy (black and violet) where ink and colored paper 
(standard A4 stapled on the flat) are combined.
This technique is still used by the creators of Atelier Téméraire, for example in their edition 
of bell hooks’ text La pédagogie engagée, with an additional trick: a double bichromy by 
superimposing two covers with different papers, inks and formats, added together giving 
the effect of a four-color process! Given its complexity, the edition is bound by three 
staples.

Means of re-production (mechanical)

Almost all of the roles in the production chain of many of these editions (typesetting, 
illustration, layout, distribution), are done exclusively by women, but as the editorial of the 
third issue of Et ta soeur??? expanded version (1973) states: 

the only work we have entrusted to men is the printing. The printing profession is one of the 
many professions from which women are excluded.

The “office” tools of reproduction, like the photocopier, are then alternatives for many 
communities and projects, notably feminist, lesbian, queer... The text The Drag Queen in 
the Age of Mechanical Reproduction (Outlook, 1989) says well the importance of the 
photocopier and the copy shops as means of self-expression of underground communities.

These techniques of re-production will imply the development of particular bindings.
The small paperback edition Butch ? Woman ? Kiki ? Bepaal je eigen zijn (Butch ? 
Woman ? Kiki ? Define your own being) of the association Lilev (~1985-89) was composed
on a typewriter, printed on an A5 format folded in half lengthwise and bound with a staple 
(we will come back to this).

The editions of the EAAPES project (Exploration des Alternatives Arrivantes de Provenance 
Extra-Solaire) gather feminist and queer science fiction texts and their re-translations into 
French. Produced by Clara Pacotte and Charlotte Houette since 2017, the initiators of the 



project, they use means close to their collective and subversive, urgent, re-translation 
workshops: photocopying and a binder hole binding with a metal clip.

These editions are packaged in kraft envelopes with stamps thanking them for supporting 
feminist SF (and often handwritten additions with little hearts addressed to the buyer).

Handwritten additions (facilitated by the very manual nature of pre-computer typesetting at
the time, where cut and paste was not a digital metaphor) are present in much of the 
literature found in the archives. They give a disturbing and touching feeling of intimacy and
proximity.

Since the team of Et ta soeur??? realized in 1973 that printing (in Belgium) was 
inaccessible to women, things are moving in some places. In England, several print shops 
were created by militant groups, including feminist print shops in single sex. In 1982, the 
“women’s printing house” Voix Off was founded in Paris by four MLF (Women’s Liberation 
Movement) activists who trained on the job. In 1985 they printed a special issue of the 
magazine Vlasta. Suzette Robichon, editor of the magazine, says: 

I am proud that it was realized, from the conception to the end (except the binding) by women,
friends.2

If during the twentieth century the bookbinding community became more feminized in 
bibliophilic spheres (rare and precious books), this is apparently not the case for the 
workshops of common bookbinders, binding books in large quantities. Women are often 
exceptions, either present as helpers (because daughter/sister/wife of ...), or as workers 
dedicated to very specific tasks (sewing notebooks for example), in both cases in an 
invisibilized way, poorly or not paid. From this period, we have not found any example of a 
non-mixed/feminist or woman-led current bookbinding workshop.

What might appear to be an evolution (from mimeographed copy to feminist, single-sex 
offset printing) is in fact a series of situated, non-linear stories. In 1990, the Carnets des 
Nanas Beurs were produced by photocopying, the Voix Off printing house had closed its 
doors in 1988, and in any case its activity did not cover all the feminist editorial projects of
the time. Many publications continue to this day to use accessible means such as the 
photocopier to exist, by choice or necessity.

In feminist printers as well as in self-produced projects, seizing these tools often requires a
collective learning, with a fluid or less separated organization of the roles (author, graphic 
designer, illustrator, binder). In the publications observed so far, the collective dimension 
permeates the editorial projects, and the almost systematic absence of individual 
production credits is a translation of this.

2 Voix Off : Imprimerie de femmes (2021),« Ah ! le bruit des presses… , Suzette Robichon, p.155.»  (our translation)



It is possible that, like us at first, when faced with these objects, the editorial teams 
thought that these bindings (most often stapled or folded) were not exceptional and 
therefore did not deserve credit. And yet! 

The fold, in all its simplicity, is the basis of publishing. A sheet of paper folded in half is 
already a book of four pages. The same operation done on a pile of sheets creates a 
notebook, where each sheet is inserted in the previous ones... The inserted fold, not 
bound, does not freeze the edition, it allows a redistribution of the sheets, alternative 
meetings. It works best when the format is large, as we saw with Et ta soeur???, and 
Bécassines en lutte. 

But it can also be combined with one or more staples to fix its structure, like the recent 
magazine SIKA (2021).

Ode to the staple

There are many ways to staple (in a booklet, on the flat/side, in a corner, with one, two, 
three staples...) and all these possibilities impact the materiality of the publication: how it 
is opened, held and handled, how its layout is thought, how it is distributed, presented, 
archived... 

The stapling only supports a limited number of pages, depending on the weight of the 
paper, and again requires creativity when this limit is reached. The prison criticism journal 
La Brèche discusses this material constraint in its editorial (Fall 2021):

La Brèche #4, Racism and Criminalization: populations in the crosshairs, had to be split in 
two, to make its publication materially possible, but the two parts are inseparable. There was 
simply too much to say to stop at 100 pages. The paper staples were exploding. 

The September 1990 WOE periodical is bound with a staple placed in a corner, a choice 
that is particularly far from the classical forms of publishing and close to office vocabulary.
And yet, its cover, its title and certain interior compositional games highlight and echo its 
diagonal opening.

The staple is also a great tool for republishing: first because it remains a standard, and 
very accessible. So it’s pretty easy to reproduce a stapled edition or make a facsimile. It 
was quite enjoyable to revive long-forgotten facsimiles of ephemera in archival boxes as 
part of the BAL project, Brussels Almanach Lesbian in 2018 in Brussels. They also 
allowed the publishing house MeMo to recover the original colors of a historical book by 
Nathalie Parain, Je découpe, thanks to pigments stuck under the staples of a 1931 edition.

Some editions in the RoSa archives have holes from removed staples on the other side of 
the binding. The staple was not only used for binding, but also to close publications that 
could be distributed by mail without envelopes (zero waste!) — sometimes the publication 
is folded in half to fit postal sizes, sometimes it still has marks or pieces of tape holding 
the fold. Remember that back then the internet didn’t exist and many of these periodicals 
might have been newsletters or blogs today. Some of these publications are literally 
newsletters. Thus, circulation elements were often added right to the cover, including 



stamps and subscriber address, and were thought of in the layout of the cover.

Both’’t Knalpotteke and Le café des femmes include a place for the address in their layout
— a circle for one and a box for the other. One can also find traces that testify to their 
archiving (perforations for example).

The binding — the fold, the staple, the hole — is often intimately linked to the diffusion 
and subsequent lives of the publishing object.

If some of these publications would certainly have become digital, the principle of 
subscription received by mail remains a model for many contemporary paper journals. This 
is for example the case of Censored and Gaze, two feminist art magazines for which the 
subscription system allows to anticipate the production costs of their printing in color, on 
beautiful papers and their format like mass-market magazines (fashion or photo type). 

The choice of a standardized format of mass-market magazines, for example those known 
as “women’s press”, was a strategy of camouflage/distribution for subversive historical 
feminist editions, such as Le petit livre rouge des femmes (The Little Red Book of 
Women) published in 1972: 

in order for women readers to hide this firebrand in their shopping bags, it must be made to 
look soft, almost like a women’s magazine.3

Access

Most of the publications encountered in the archives, which we could now call “zines” or 
“micro editions”, are therefore relatively accessible, from the point of view of their 
production, and this is also the case for their distribution, which is facilitated by their 
format and their low price (today many of these editions are sold at free price).

They do not take up much space in a library, so little that they sometimes get lost: with 
their thin spines, stapled or not, these micro editions are less visible, less orderly and more 
fragile than a row of books with thick spines, on which one can often read a title. In the 
archives, they are therefore more easily stored in boxes (about thirty issues of the 
periodical Changeons les livres, distributed in the 1980s and 1990s, fit in a single 
shoebox), for lack of a library or other device adapted to them. This reality makes these 
editions less visible and therefore less accessible, hidden in boxes that can be consulted on
request.

Messy bindings

However, micro-publishing does not necessarily mean micro-binding, and some of them 
can be particularly distinctive: a colored spiral, extravagant links, an unusual object added, 
can become mnemonic and visual means to find sought-after editions.

The work of Roxanne Maillet is a good example of these messy bindings. Her edition Suck 
my name, suck my name, a retranscription of a reading by Hélène Mourrier, is bound with 

3 Le féminisme est dans la rue (1992), « Chapitre quatre : Le Petit Livre rouge des Femmes , Marie Denis, Suzanne Van »
Rokeghem.



colson necklaces that stand out so much that it is hard to misplace. So is Lotus, a single 
sheet containing a short story by Clara Pacotte and to which is stapled a small transparent
plastic containing a shell-shaped candy to lick.

Of course, feminist, queer, and social movement archives are often done with bits of string
too, which often makes them more accessible (no white gloves needed to flip through’’t 
Knalpotteke) but it also makes them more vulnerable.

The archiving of an underground culture, of struggles, and the need not to lose this 
knowledge often depends on the determination and energy of few people or small groups. 
This is evidenced by the punch holes in many of the publications at RoSa, traces of their 
life in an individual’s home and their attempt to build a personal archive, before their 
collection was donated to the archive, either by themselves or by their relatives after their 
death. (TW: the number of archives that have ended up in the trash thrown away by 
misogynistic/homophobic family members or who just don’t see any value in these piles of 
flyers, tickets, etc.)

Faced with these realities, one can only dream of a multiplication of amateur archivists, 
who will have learned to cherish strange forms of binding, restorers of the future who will 
preserve the staples and other oddities of feminist zines from the 70’s to their days, to 
then store them in welcoming, open library furniture, so many devices that will allow to 
bring out of the shadows of the boxes all these treasures of publications <3 





IMAGES

Les Carnets des Nanas beurs was published from 1989 to 1997 by the feminist 
association Les Nanas beurs, working to promote the rights of women of immigrant 
background. 
The four issues of this “organ of information and opinion” are printed in A4 format and 
bound by 3 staples on the cover.
The first digitized issue can be found online on the Odysséo portal.

Lotus (2019) is an edition made by Roxanne Maillet containing a science fiction short story
by Clara Pacotte and a shell candy to lick in a plastic pouch. The pouch is stapled to the 
leaflet printed on a blue paper in the format 20 x 14.5 cm.

Suck my name, suck my name is another edition by Roxanne, which transcribes a public 
reading given in 2018 by Hélène Mourrier, printed on a fluorescent green paper in A4 
format, whose pages are bound by colson collars, separating an English and French 
version of the text.

The feminist cultural magazine Sorcières appeared in France in 1975 until its number 24 in 
1982. In 2015, thirty three years later, a call is launched by a new team to continue the 
series, with an issue 25.... In 2017, “La Monstre” is released in the form of a pocket 
containing unbound sheets, which is distributed from hand to hand.
The issues of the 70s and 80s are archived at the Marguerite-Durand Library in Paris.

Et ta soeur ??? is a Belgian feminist periodical, first published monthly, then bi-monthly 
from June 1973. The periodical had several formats and bindings (small stapled notebooks,
stenciled, mimeographed, photocopied) before arriving at a large format in two colors 
(direct tones), folded and stapled, of 28,2 x 40 cm. 
Et ta soeur ??? is archived at RoSa.

The periodical Le Café des femmes is an initiative of the Belgian association Femmes et 
Culture. 
The bimonthly magazine consists of an A5 booklet simply folded in two, with a 
yellow/beige cover. 
It is archived at RoSa and at the Suzan Daniel Funds in Ghent.

EAAPES is a translation and publication project of feminist and queer science fiction texts,
initiated by Clara Pacotte and Charlotte Houette in 2017. Their publications are 
photocopied in A4 format (with the exception of #2 3/4 in A5 format) and are distributed 
in a kraft sleeve. The pages are perforated and bound with a plastic or metal clip. Some 
editions contain inserts.

Gaze and Censored are two feminist periodicals that came out in 2020 and 2018. The 
magazines both have a square back binding and a fairly standard photo magazine/women’s
press type format.
One defines itself as “a sensitive and inspiring gateway into inclusive and intersectional 
feminism,” the other “a magazine that explores emerging feminist and arts culture.”



We sow is the editorial project of a collective of three graphic designers, sowing small 
pockets compiling poetic texts, politics, fictions and images. Different engaged contents 
and formats with colored papers make a corpus within the transparent pockets distributed 
in public places: subways, bus stops,  info-kiosks, book boxes, benches...
You can also find the publications online https://we-sow.eu/

La pédagogie engagée is a text by the author, activist and Afro-feminist poet bell hooks. 
This 23 x 9.5 cm booklet is folded and held together by 3 staples. The cover is in four 
colors, made of two colored papers and two colored inks. 

Butch ? Woman ? Kiki ? was realized within the Belgian association Lilev (1985-89). 
Dutch-speaking, this small red booklet is composed with a typewriter, printed on a format 
A5 folded in two in its length and bound by a staple.
Archived in the Suzan Daniel Fonds.

The publication Woe (Women’s Organisation for Equality) is a bi-monthly periodical 
published in the 1990s by the independent feminist organisation of the same name. The 
contents (agendas, meetings, excerpts from other publications, etc.) are printed on white 
A4 pages bound with a staple at the top left, covered with a colored or white sheet.
Archived at RoSa.

Bécassines en lutte is a Belgian feminist magazine published monthly since 1977. This 
large format of 28,2 x 41,9 cm is simply folded in two, then again in two for its distribution
and its archiving. Its illustrated cover, sometimes composed like a poster, has a beautiful 
flashy two-color process in direct tones (red and blue), just like its interior pages.
Archived at RoSa.

Heksenvoer (“food for witches” in Dutch) is a Belgian publication of the left-wing lesbian 
collective Liever Heks (“rather witches”), published in 1979.
Its pages are folded into a large format of 40.5 x 28 cm, folded again in half for 
distribution and archiving. Its colors (black and sublime purple) are printed in direct tones 
with a contrasting treatment.
Archived at RoSa.

’t Knalpotteke is a Dutch-language publication from the late 1970s published by the 
Belgian lesbian association Atthis. The periodical had several forms, becoming more and 
more elaborate: white A4 sheets stapled in a corner, single folded A3 pages, A4 pages 
bound on the flat with two staples, with a cover printed in black on a bright purple paper.
Archived at RoSa.

SIKA is a “space of multiple words and writings where the vocabularies of contemporary 
artistic creation intersect with the movements of postcolonial thought”, published by the 
Brussels-based association Mosso.
Echoing its editorial project, the magazine changes formats, from the A4 pocket (itself 
containing different formats, folded, bound) to the large 29 x 44 cm notebook, bound with 
staples. 

Le petit livre rouge des femmes is a Belgian publication published in 1972. Camouflaging 
itself among the standard formats of the women’s press, the book (not so small) deals 



with the subjects of the family, the body, contraception, work... A Dutch version exists, 
this time in a format close to the Little Red Book of Mao.

Changeons les livres is the quarterly newsletter of the Belgian association of the same 
name, offering lists of non-sexist books. Each issue deals with a topic spread over about 
thirty pages, with a different colored cover. The bulletins are photocopied in A4 format, 
folded in half and stapled.
They are archived at RoSa.


